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Supporting the role of mothers at home

A Few Home Truths
Sitting at my computer on a daily basis,
reading and re-directing e-mails,
keeping an eye on the press, it is hard
to escape the impression that parents
are besieged from all sides.
Babies’ needs are simple
enough
Parents are easy prey for the marketing
of goods and services that I, my
parents and grandparents never even
knew we needed. How about a
weekend in a 4-star hotel in Scotland
to learn quickly and in luxury
about labour and birth? Or
personal shopping services for
maternity wear and baby
equipment? Baby Einstein
DVDs? I regularly receive e-
mails about forthcoming baby
fairs where more of the same is
being advertised, but nobody
ever tells you that babies’ needs
are not really that complicated.
Paid employment versus
family time
These days there’s a succession
of government and baby magazine
surveys, resorted to by politicians who
want to get elected, as well as
providers of childcare services who
would have you believe that your
children are much better off in their
hands than yours. And so much
pressure to remain in paid employ-
ment even at a time when this is least
compatible with children’s needs or
maternal instinct.
Bringing up your baby
And I must not forget the baby gurus
and T.V. companies who take
advantage of hard-pressed, credulous

parents. To my shame I too was
fascinated with Channel 4’s recent
programme “Bringing up Baby”. It
made me wonder what makes parents
so lacking in confidence that they lend
themselves to be used as commodities
even at this special time.
Passing knowledge down the
generations
We need not look too far. We have all
become the victims of a society that
segregates its generations. We are told

that it is good for babies and toddlers
to socialise in nurseries and there are
now calls for more youth clubs as
teenagers are becoming ‘troublesome’.
But since when did children learn
from their peers? It’s good to mix with
others and to acquire social skills, but
most skills and knowledge are passed
from the older generation to the
younger one. It has ever been thus.
Isolated and lonely
A recent report said that millions of
elderly people are so isolated that they
go for days without speaking and only
receive a visit from a friend or relative

about once a month. This is what
happens when we expect the middle
generation to be economically active
to the point where the bridge between
generations effectively breaks under
the strain.
Modern times, old fashioned
children
The Swedish author Anna Wahlgren
puts the problem in a nutshell when
she says in her essay Modern Times, Old-
Fashioned Children: “Children are not

needed in a society that
separates the family from
production. The elderly are
exempt and the children are
being stored for future use”.

Living in this kind of society
I am beginning to sense a
certain malaise, a feeling that
we ourselves no longer believe
what we are being told, yet
cannot quite put a finger on
what’s wrong.
FTM at work
I am very glad to be able to

report that our views continue to be
sought not only by the media but also
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by policy makers. Among several other
organisations, Juliet Chalk represented
FTM at a round-table meeting with
David Cameron in January. She
emphasised three key points: tax-
discrimination faced by one-earner
families; the invisibility of parents at
home who are rarely included in
public debate; and  evidence about the
negative effects of absentee parenting.

The following month our committee
member Louise Kirk prepared a
response to a Childcare Consultation
and concluded that we need: “a new
social vision where the work of
women with children is recognised for
what it is: professional and time
consuming work’’.

I attended a Conservative Party
mini-conference in March and heard
Tim Loughton, the Shadow Minister
for Children, declaring that there’s
more to life than keeping up with the
rat race. That stable family life matters.
And that early years attachment is
vital.
Better pensions is just one
example
In June Juliet attended a Women’s
Pension Summit in the House of
Commons.

There are no easy solutions to the
poor pension prospects of mothers
wishing to look after their own
children. She made a plea for policy
recognition of the “investment in
society” that such women make.
Good Childhood Enquiry
Marie Peacock prepared our
contribution to the Children’s Society’s
‘Good Childhood Enquiry’ which
followed the devastating UNICEF
report that put the UK at the bottom
of the list for childhood ‘well being’ ,
compared with other similar countries.
The wider perspective
You will also have noticed in the
newsletters that we keep a keen eye on
what is happening on the European
scene. We were fortunate to have
committee member Louise Kirk
report back to us from the World
Congress of Families in Warsaw. At
around the same time I paid a visit to
Frankfurt and used the opportunity to
attend an excellent conference

organised by the German Family
Network, an alliance of about 50
national groups that all share a
concern about family life. The theme
of this conference was the needs of
babies and toddlers. There are many
concerns about daycare plans in
Germany where, until now, family
support has been largely neutral.

We also have good links with the
Swedish organisation HARO, which is
making some modest progress
campaigning for choice and family life.
Heartfelt thanks
I would like to thank everybody who
has served on this committee this year.
I genuinely believe that we are
influencing hearts and minds. Thanks
must also go to those who deal with

the never ending administrative tasks,
production of this newsletter, the
nurture of the membership, the mail
collection and the website and to
members who contribute book
reviews and articles. Large or small,
you all make your contribution.
Looking to the future
An organisation that doesn’t have an
office and has no paid staff is cheap to
run, but it is forever vulnerable and
entirely dependent on goodwill. If you
feel that you have a little time (and
time can always be found for the
things that you believe in) then please
do consider joining our committee. I
won’t make the customary promise
that many hands will make light work,
but what is sure is that many hands
could produce even more and better
work.

Anna Lines

Financial
Report

In the year to 31 August 2007, our
income from subscriptions was
£4299, slightly less than last year
(£4407) but thanks to some very
generous donations, total income of
£6032 is at its highest level for five
years.

Designing and printing new
leaflets and other stationery cost
£904. Maintaining and updating the
website and forum cost £606
compared with £1320 last year. Our
main expense is publishing the
newsletter and this amounted to
£3356. Postage, travel etc. came to
£791.

We also paid subscriptions to the
National Children’s Bureau and
FEFAF, the European Federation of
Unpaid Parents and Carers at
Home. There was a shortfall of
income over expenditure of £306.
At the end of August, our bank
balance was £6736.

Thank you so much for your
support - your subscriptions and
donations mean that we can
continue to raise the profile of full
time mothers and highlight the
needs of children.

Please consider signing a Standing
Order Mandate when you renew
your membership (forms will be
sent out with the next newsletter) -
it helps us and saves you having to
remember to send a cheque off each
year! 

Pat Dudley, Treasurer
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At our AGM in London, Jay Belsky,
Professor of Psychology and Director
of the Institute for the Study of
Children, Families and Social Issues,
Birkbeck University of London, gave us
a thorough overview of research into
daycare spanning thirty years - and
reactions to findings, both from the
popular press and within the research
community.

In the late 70’s there was little
available data on patterns of use and
risks or benefits of daycare. From the
evidence available most children
seemed to be coping well enough.
People heard what they wanted to
hear. There was no overtly ‘bad news’.
Trickle of disconcerting
evidence
But in 1986, during the course of an
invited address to the The American
Academy of Pediatrics, Belsky called
attention to “a slow, steady trickle of
disconcerting evidence” linking lots of
time spent in childcare, especially
beginning very early in life, with,
among other things, elevated levels of
aggression and disobedience among
children 3-8 years of age. He was
immediately accused of having a
change of heart, of “maligning” day
care, being a misogynist, making
employed mothers feel guilty and
wanting to return to the days when

women were kept barefoot and
pregnant in the kitchen! Perhaps he
was biased by his own status as a
father.
Why the apparent change
of heart?
Belsky believes the history of
childcare research is important to
appreciate, particularly when it comes
to understanding reactions to research
findings as reported in the popular
press. Hadn’t he co-authored in 1978 a
very well received analysis of research
on the effects of childcare, concluding
that there existed little work to
substantiate claims that childcare
posed risks to children? 
Lack of available data in
the early days

In fact, far from giving childcare the
green light, early work had pointed to
the lack of information available, such
as the timing, quality, dosage and type
of care that children experienced.
Indeed early research was carried out

in daycare centres attached to
universities and not typical of the care
experienced by most children. There
were few details available regarding
part-time versus full-time use of
daycare, or whether the quality of care
was affected by the size of the group
for example.
Evidence overshadowed by
reactions
The fact that the research data which
emerged between 1978 and 1986 had
led Belsky to reconsider and examine
earlier conclusions seemed irrelevant
when, as one observer noted, “the day

care wars” broke out in response to
his 1986 essay. The reactions to the
research threatened to overshadow
the evidence itself; the only thing that
seemed to matter was that he had
dared to break the unwritten 11th
commandment of the field of child
development: “thou shalt not speak ill
of child care” (in any manner, shape
or form). The hostility provoked was
unprecedented. Yet surely healthy
intellectual disagreement was fine?
Apparently not!
Weathermen must
sometimes forecast rain!
Despite the fact that Belsky had
exercised caution in making it clear
that possible developmental risks were
mostly associated with long hours of
childcare initiated very early in life, it
was still easier to believe that he must
be against, for ideological reasons, any
and all non maternal care. Yet “does
the fact that the weatherman forecasts
rain tomorrow mean that he is against
sunshine?”

Launch of NICHD study in
1991
The eventual good news was that, in
the face of the changing landscape for
caring for children and scientific
controversy about effects of daycare,
the US government, in the form of
the National Institute of Child Health
and Human Development (NICHD),
launched in 1991 what became the
largest, most comprehensive study of
the potential impact of early child care
experience ever carried out. The
NICHD Study followed more than
1300 children beginning at birth
through whatever childcare

Childcare and 
its effects on children

...he had dared to break the unwritten 11th
commandment of the field of child development: “thou
shalt not speak ill of child care”
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arrangements they experienced up to
the start of school; then carefully
studied their classroom, all the time
assessing the functioning of children’s
families and children’s social,
emotional, cognitive and linguistic
development. What the most recent
findings, published in the
March/April 2007 issue of the
prestigious journal Child
Development show is the following:
Plain aggression or just
assertiveness?
Firstly the more months and years
that children spent in child care
centres before starting school, the
more aggressive and disobedient
teachers rated them as being through
their early school years to around 12
years of age. Especially notable was
that these seemingly adverse effects of
high levels of care held whether
children experienced high, low or
intermediate quality care. (And this all
proved true after factoring in the type
of family the child was from, whether
mothers experienced depression and
even the quality of mother’s parenting
and of family functioning more
generally).
Quality care - good
vocabulary
Secondly, although the quality of child
care did not seem to matter for
children’s social adjustment, it did
matter for their language
development: The higher the quality
of non-maternal care that children
experienced before starting school - in
whatever type of childcare they
experienced, the larger their
vocabularies to around 11 years of
age. Quality of childcare reflects how
attentive, responsive, stimulating and
caring caregivers were observed to be
during assessments of child care made
when children were 6, 15, 24, 36 and
54 months of age.
Influence of love and
sensitive mothering 
Thirdly, the quality of mothering,
which was assessed repeatedly for all
children irrespective of whether they
experienced lots or little childcare or
high or low quality childcare, appeared
far more influential with respect to

children’s social, emotional, cognitive
and language development than did
any aspect of childcare. In other
words, the quality of mothering -
whether the child receives sensitive
mothering - matters a great deal.

And, perhaps surprisingly for some,
when a child gets low care at home, it’s
possible that the negative effects of
inappropriate childcare are amplified.
(Because of this Belsky suggests that
some children need more time with
mum, not less, and perhaps in policy
terms, this might mean that home
based family support could work
better than other centre based
interventions.)

Accept the bad, not just
the good
Belsky urges researchers and
commentators to examine the facts
carefully. As he says “You simply
cannot pick and choose the findings
you like and dismiss or disregard
those you don’t. It is no good
heralding the seemingly beneficial
effects of high quality care on
language development but dismiss or
explain away the seemingly adverse
effects of quantity/ dosage of centre-
based childcare on aggression/
disobedience. He continues, ‘feel free
to do so as an advocate, politician or
ideologue; but this posture cannot be
sustained legitimately as a scientist or
as someone who believes that
research evidence matters’.

Belsky calls for more consistency in
the way research data is interpreted.
There is no use arguing, in policy
orientated arguments, that

improvements in the quality of
childcare is all that’s required to
minimise risks, yet conveniently
disregarding figures which suggest we
should all be more concerned about
over exposure to daycare at too early
an age! Findings may suggest that the
risk factors are minimal, but at the
very least each variable should be
given equal weight.

And Belsky argues that even where
childcare effects are limited, the fact
that they remain evident so long after
the child has left childcare is in itself
significant and worthy of ongoing and
thorough investigation.
Useful scientific evidence
As Belsky says, parents make
decisions about childcare based on
many different sources of
information, not only research, but
individual preference and
circumstances. Availability of
extended family networks is another
factor. But Belsky calls for the
NICHD Study results to be
considered seriously by parents before
they make their final childcare choices.
He describes the study as providing
useful information and more scientific
grist for the child-care decision-
making mill faced by most parents
these days!
Cumulative negative effect
What concerns Belsky the most are
the collective or cumulative effects of
childcare - on classrooms, schools and
our communities. Consider this:
whilst the air pollution in Los Angeles
is, in large measure, generated by cars,
no single vehicle contributes all that
much to the overall level of pollution
in the city. What matters is the overall
large (and growing) number of cars
spewing out low levels of pollutants.
What matters is that a small effect
nevertheless cumulatively affects a
large number of children in a
classroom situation - the classroom
composition effect. Your children’s
experiences at school, no matter how
well you care for them individually at
home, will be affected by the
experiences of their peers.

We live in a society when more and
more children, at younger and
younger ages, are spending more and
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more time in childcare centres (and
other arrangements), often of limited
quality. What is the consequence for
larger social systems of the modest
negative effects of childcare the
NICHD-Study has detected? Does an
infant school teacher with lots of
children with long histories of centre
based care, especially if of limited
quality, spend more time trying to
manage his/her class and less time
actually teaching it, than another
teacher whose classroom is comprised
of fewer such children? 

And what goes on in playgrounds
and in communities when there are
more children with certain childcare
histories that may, at the level of the
individual child, only increase levels of
aggression and disobedience by even
just a little bit? Are there more fights?
Is there more bullying? Is there less
respect for adults and teachers? And
what happens when modest or small
effects of childcare meet up with
perhaps similar modest or small
effects generated by exposure to
divorce, or to repeated family moves,
or to poverty or family stress? What is
the cumulative effect of all these
changes on behaviour and
relationships?
Evidence not opinion
Belsky urges those who continue to
dismiss inconvenient research
findings on negative effects of
childcare, often by “shooting the
messenger”, to at least give serious
consideration to the questions raised.
We cannot carry on with a situation in
which good news about childcare is
presented as amazingly significant,
whilst any bad news is dismissed as
being not that important. He calls for
an end to the mental gymnastics used
to explain away nagging doubts and to
concentrate instead on exploring and
carefully examining the evidence.

The damage to under threes from
American ‘men in skirts feminism’ was
the title of Oliver James’s presentation
at this year’s FTM Open Meeting.
Following on from Jay Belsky’s
lecture, he began by questioning what
lies behind society’s refusal to examine
further the possible negative effects of
childcare on children’s well being and
development.
Needs of adults versus
needs of children
Is it simply the result of confusion
between the needs of the parents and
the needs of small children? Why has
our system encouraged parents to put
earning money ahead of the health
and well being of our children? How
have we been seduced into
abandoning the needs of our children
to nurseries, breakfast clubs and
extended afternoon schools? Is this
really the best we can offer?
Looking at mental health
In mainland Europe 11.5 percent of
adults are suffering mental health
problems. In Britain this figure is 23
percent - twice as high. Today’s
children are tomorrow’s parents. Is
this the kind of society we want our
children to grow up in?
Affluence and related
‘affluenza’
James believes it is down to American
‘men in skirts feminism’. Commenting
on the increased ‘affluence’ in society,
he had coined the phrase ‘affluenza’ -
a modern day virus affecting the
mental health of many ordinary
people.
Rampant consumerism
What price affluence? James points

out that the average male’s income has
not changed at all and that recent
trends have coincided with the
increase in dual income households
and an age of rampant consumerism.

Access to better education and the
choice and rights of individual
women to satisfying, well paid work,
have resulted in all women being
compelled to work, whether they want
to or not, and regardless of whether
those who have become mothers
would prefer to put their children first
for a time in their lives. A dual earner
couple’s income is 60 percent higher
than a single earner family, so what
‘choice’ remains now?

Ever increasing costs
Materialistic competition grows as
dual-income household wealth grows.
Children demand greater investment,
whether small costs, like ever-trendier
trainers and mobile phones, or larger
ones, like school fees or the cost of
housing in the catchment areas of
high performing state schools. Yet,
from the 1970s, husbands’ incomes
stagnated and jobs were more
insecure at the same time as
consumerism was accelerating. One
solution for middle-class women was
to reduce the number of children and
have smaller families. The other
solution was obviously to go back to
work.

In America it was in 1982 that the
number of dual-income couples
overtook single-earner ones. House
prices were inevitably driven up by the
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resultant increase in joint income. For
the American middle classes, putting
their offspring through university was
a substantial investment; yet in an era
of stagnating incomes, fees for this
vital ingredient in ‘status success’
continued to increase. As the
economic historian Avner Offer put
it, by choosing to work, individually,
middle-class mothers found
themselves putting pressure on one
another to do so, by raising the
standard of what was ‘enough’.
Collectively, these pressures then
forced mothers back to work. The
choice has all but disappeared. Over
the past decade Professor Offer’s
main interest has been in post-war
economic growth, particularly in
affluent societies, and the challenges
that this affluence presents to well
being.
Desirable lifestyles 

By the 1990s, nearly all American
women were able to compete for
better-paid, more interesting work.
How could producing and raising
children compete as a desirable
lifestyle? The same status pressures
that had squeezed the middle-class
mothers out of the home were now
felt in families with lower incomes. In
order to keep up with one another, the
low-income manual workers’ wives
had to go out to work in part-time,
low-paid (and less satisfying) jobs.
Now a large proportion of the
population were caught in the trap.
Benefits overshadowed by
costs
As Offer explained, the costs of
marriage and staying at home to look
after children began to overshadow
the perceived benefits. Financially, the
lifetime cost of giving up well-paid
work for looking after children for
nothing became equivalent to the
price of a decent family home.

Despite the improvement in
education and affluence, we must ask
ourselves where we can all expect to
find the too-few, well-paid, profes-
sional jobs that more educated people
are now chasing.

To what extent was feminism ever
about joining in with the rat race? 

A haven from the rat race
Increasingly men and women are
feeling the pressure of increased
competition and longer hours at work
- and this shows in mental health
figures. More women are reporting
dissatisfaction with work-family
balance and are beginning to look
upon home as a haven from it. Two-
thirds of 1970s women graduates
from Harvard in law, medicine and
business reported having reduced
their hours at work after having
children and half said that they had
changed jobs to be able to do so.
Time starved 

It seems that English speaking
nations have behaved quite differently
to mainland Western Europe; at a
time when mainland Europeans of
both sexes were converting their
greater affluence into more leisure
time, the rest of us are feeling time-
starved.
Caring and sharing
And what of the time it takes to raise
a family? Isn’t time one of the main
requirements? Time to carry out all
the extra tasks involved. Oliver James
believes that feminism was about
changing the role of men as well as
women, of fathers as well as mothers,
so that tasks are shared, always
assuming that men are prepared to get
involved in the early years and in the
distribution of domestic work..

Parenthood involves many more
hours of work a day - nappy-
changing, shopping, cleaning and so
on. Men cannot give birth and are still
less inclined to take on the role of
‘mother’. In wealthy homes, they don’t
need to since a burgeoning immigrant
workforce is employed to carry out
household chores, but not everyone
can afford to pay for domestic staff.
Can men be persuaded to take up the
tasks left behind by working mothers?
To take equal responsibility?

Marital disharmony
What impact on relationships? As
marriage and the stresses of juggling
motherhood become less and less
appealing, divorce or singledom
become more so. James points out
that women are more assertive, their
confidence boosted by education,
earnings and encouragement from the
wider culture; on average, by 1993, in
the USA, they were as assertive as
men. No-fault divorce was introduced
in the UK and increasingly couples
reported marital disharmony. It might
be supposed that such negative trends
would have led to a reduction in the
premium placed on love in
relationships. In fact, the opposite has
been the case. In the 1960s, 40 per
cent of American women said that
they would consider marrying
someone without loving them, so long
as they had other desirable
characteristics, like humour or a
healthy bank balance, but only 15 per
cent felt that way in the 1980s.
According to James, what people want
most is love. In recent decades the
sums spent by those who do tie the
knot have inflated: the average sum
spent on a British wedding is £16,500.
Family breakdown
Yet sadly more children than ever
experience family breakdown as
mothers and fathers go their separate
ways.
Valuing motherhood
Oliver James speaks with passion
about the Affluenza - the modern day
virus - which he sees as sweeping
through the English speaking world.
Despite increased affluence, it seems
that people are more miserable and
distressed than ever. One of his
solutions is to value motherhood
more and to pay a national average
wage to every family with under
threes. He appealed for suggestions
and possible solutions and closed the
session calling for an end to rampant
materialism and the neglect of the
basic needs of small children.

The paperback edition of Affluenza
and its scientific companion, The Selfish
Capitalist, are out in January 2008.
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In November I attended a lecture by
Sir Al Aynsley Green, the Children’s
Commissioner, at The Guildhall in my
local community. Entitled ‘How the
UK treats its young people’, Sir Al
emphasised our collective failure to
support the next generation as they
grow up in our communities. His
hard-hitting speech was a whistle-stop
tour of the challenges faced by
children, including poverty,
consumerism, bullying, the irrespon-
sible marketing of violent games,
over-examination in schools, lack of
community facilities, and changes in
family structure. Of serious concern
is the high incidence of sexual health
problems, mental health issues, drugs
and alcohol abuse. The Unicef report
on childhood wellbeing put the UK at
the bottom of the list compared to
other similar countries.
Children at the heart of
communities
As the Commissioner said, ‘it takes a
village to raise a child’ and our
communities need to consider the
needs of children at all levels, for
example their need for play and
recreation facilities when they plan
open spaces and local facilities. He
talked about the different ways that
individuals help by volunteering spare
time to youth groups and Girl Guides
and other community led children’s
activities. Many of these groups are
under threat due to a shortage of
volunteers.
Why are we failing young
people?
‘Do we even really like children?’ he
asked. ‘What has gone wrong?’ ‘Why
are we failing our young people?’ He
urged us all to examine our priorities
and to think about how we can
improve the everyday lives of all the
children in our communities, not just
our own.

UN Convention
He pointed out that the UN
Convention on the Rights of the
Child (UNCRC) celebrated its 18th
anniversary recently but most people
know very little about it. Why do so
few people engage in the debate about
childhood?
Opening the debate to
parents
My own concern is that as a parent - a
child’s first educator and primary
attachment figure - I would not
normally have attended a meeting of
this kind because lack of space means
invitations are restricted to profes-
sionals who work in education, health
or social care. Granted, many
individuals are themselves parents, but
what about ordinary parents who are
the backbone of every community?

What about giving all parents access
to the debate? After all it is parents
who need to exchange ideas on how
to negotiate the turbulent, changing
world their children have to face on a
daily basis. It’s mum or dad who
provides love, support and
encouragement early in the morning
and late at night. And it’s mum and
dad who get blamed when things
don’t go as well as they should.

Nothing replaces parenting
Yes, it takes a ‘village’ to raise a child,
but community initiatives cannot
replace or compensate for parenting
and family time. The best communi-
ties can do is supplement and enhance
what mum and dad are able to provide
at home. If parents are more ‘valued’
and receive more support in society
(particularly important these days due
to the loss of extended family
networks) then hope-fully it follows
that raising children will be a more
positive experience with better
outcomes for children.

So as well as listening to children, it’s
time to hear the voices of parents and
to give serious consideration to the
resources and support they need. Let’s
not miss out the central part of the
‘child/parent/community’ triangle.
Erosion of family life
The fact is that ‘family life’ has sadly
been eroded by government policies
that have prioritised getting both
parents into work, rather than
strengthening family relationships and
allowing families to have time for each
other. The housing market has
contributed to these stresses and
irresponsible lending on ridiculous
multiples of income have failed to
factor in the costs of raising a family.
If children are ‘home alone’, taking
refuge in bus shelters after school,
with nothing to do, no place to go,
then, as well as mobilising community
initiatives, we must also start to
question a system that has encouraged
absentee parenting rather than ‘hands-
on’ parenting.
Right to family life
After all the United Nations
Convention states that children
should all have ‘a right to a family life’.
But parents can’t be in two places at
the same time.

Marie Peacock, Editor
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Sir Al Aynsley Green is the first ever Children’s Commissioner for England. He was appointed in July 2005 to be the
independent voice for children and young people and to represent their views and interests.
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DETOXING CHILDHOOD
Sue Palmer

Orion Books - £9.99 
160 pages

Sue Palmer’s “Detoxing Childhood”
comes hot on the heels of her much
debated earlier book “Toxic
Childhood”. Given the choice, I
would buy this, rather than “Detoxing
Childhood”, which is a mere synopsis.
I would have thought that readers
concerned about the “toxic”
influences on today’s children would
draw their own conclusions and
would bring about the necessary
changes in their homes and

childrearing practices without reading a second book.
However, if you are in a hurry, then do buy this

immensely readable book. It stands out in analysis and
practical advice. But where Sue Palmer excels is in her role
as counsellor to today’s confused, competing and exhausted
parents. She is clear-sighted, yet not prescriptive. There are
no emphatic do’s and don’ts in this book. She explains
children’s needs and stages of development and, without
saying so, leads us to the obvious solutions.

Our grandparents, who made up in wisdom for what
they lacked in education and consumer goods, would
recognise the common sense, community spirit,
commitment, selflessness and time that these solutions call
for. In a sensitive area where hostility and ridicule are often
the response to well-meant advice, Sue Palmer avoids this
fate by gently leading us back to some of the above values.

Anna Lines

MOTHERING: A SPIRITUAL AND
PRACTICAL APPROACH

Anna Melchior
St Pauls Publishing -£8.95. From bookshops,

www.stpauls.org.uk or e-mail editions@stpauls.org.uk 

That grand old war-horse, Sir Winston Churchill, once said,
“There is no doubt that it is around the family and the
home that all the greatest virtues, the most dominating
virtues of human society, are created, strengthened and
maintained.” Despite these wise words, it has been the aim
of the Labour government during the ten years of Tony
Blair’s premiership to get as many mothers as possible into
full-time paid work, lured by promises of crèches for
babies, nursery places for toddlers and ‘wrap-around care’
for schoolchildren. As yet there seems to be no discernible
difference in this policy under Gordon Brown.

Anna Melchior’s thoughtful book is not a political
programme, though it has huge political implications; it is a
well-argued defence of the most important work that
mothers engage in: raising happy, well-balanced children on
whose adult emotional maturity society depends. As the

author remarks: motherhood is “awesome”. Challenging
feminists with their own terminology, she describes as
“radical feminism” the decision to spend unhurried time
with the children you love. To those women who have been
led to believe that staying at home is boring and does not
stretch them, she replies that motherhood is not wasting
one’s genius, it is about “using your genius” in “loving,
educating and managing” your children and household.

Melchior, a mother of four with a doctorate from
Oxford, is convinced that the best childcare settings cannot
get the results that mothering in the average family achieves
as a matter of course, that it is self-evident that “the job of
transmitting values to our children cannot be left to
strangers.” Like a latter-day Joan of Arc, she swings into
battle on behalf of mothers and children, arguing that “you
must be there for your baby” ito attain a close bond.

She suggests that mothers should not be left in isolation
to carry out this demanding vocation; they need support
from husbands, relations, neighbours and friends - and
society at large. Mothers who choose to stay at home can
feel isolated in lonely suburbs where all the other mothers,
seemingly, are in employment. (My sister, married to a
Swede and who lived for many years in Sweden, found that
all the other mothers in her vicinity had put their babies into
day care so that, in choosing not to do so, she had many
lonely hours on her hands in the company of two very
demanding toddlers.) To avoid this, Melchior wants mothers
properly “reintegrated” into society, a society that respects
their worth and which supplements their mothering rather
than supplanting it.

In case readers feel a tone of self-righteousness to all
this, Melchior readily admits her own failings, agreeing she
is bossy, over-controlling and always right. Coming from
atheistic and divorced parents and having watched her
mother struggle as a single parent, she herself has
floundered with problems in her marriage. Apart from cases
of actual abuse, she believes it is always better to work

through marital difficulties than opt for
divorce, which couples choose often
“because they cannot bear to confront
their own shortcomings.”

Though she and her husband had “five
and a half university degrees between us”,
they were ignorant of the reality of caring
for a baby. Seven days after her first child
was born, worn out by sleeplessness she

ran away for a few hours. Gradually she began to experience
the joy and freedom of creating an environment where her
family could flourish. She loves cooking and dislikes prams.
This is a humorous, passionate story, written to share the
author’s own journey of faith and motherhood with other
mothers who have been browbeaten by political
propaganda into thinking their task can readily be
undertaken by others.

Francis Philips

Book Reviews
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Our Campaign for Choice
Write to your MP at House of Commons, London SW1A
0AA  or visit www.parliament.uk to make contact by email 

Remember FTM endeavours to:  
highlight that mums have a special bond with
their children and a special role to play, distinct
from the role of the father;
enhance the status and self esteem of mums by
offering support and a voice when it matters;
campaign for changes in the tax and benefit
system and employment policy;
promote understanding of a child’s develop-
mental needs. 

Membership is open to anyone who would like to support
us, regardless of age, family situation or employment.

No doubt you will be
interested in the outcome of
the ballot with regard to the
proposed constitutional
amendments. It’s a pity that so
few of you returned their
ballot paper. However, here
are the results:-

50 members agreed with the
proposal that we adopt the
name Time for Parenting.

86 members disagreed with
the above proposal. The name
Full Time Mothers will
therefore be retained.

Furthermore, 87 members
agreed with the proposal to
include a standard gender and
equality clause in the
constitution, but 34 members
disagreed with the proposal.
The inclusion of this clause
was therefore adopted.

We thank all those who
voted as well as the many
members who gave us their
views on both options. Your
comments are helpful and
appreciated and will be taken
fully into account in our plans
for the coming year.

Anna Lines

Ballot Result
On 20 December FTM was invited to
appear on Sky News to discuss the
Government’s ‘pensions U-turn’
relating to stay-at-home mothers.
Members may have read about this in
the national press. Last summer the
Government indicated that, as part of
the current Pensions Bill, women who
had stayed at home to bring up
children would be allowed to pay
extra National Insurance contribu-
tions later in life in order to secure a
full state pension. However, this
provision has now been dropped.

I was able to stress how
disappointed and shocked FTM is by
this decision, and to point out how
clearly it reveals the low value the
current Government places on
parenting, and the lack of respect in
which it holds full-time parents. The
huge public service they perform, the
time and energy they devote, and the
income they forgo, are apparently
brushed aside.

The Government claims the cost is
prohibitive - but I argued that this
outlay must be set against the huge
cost to society of the many problems
which arise from absentee parenting.
I linked this to the UNICEF report in
February 2007 which placed the UK
bottom of list of 21 countries for
children’s wellbeing. The decision also

underlines the Government’s
profound lack of long-term thinking
on parenting and child welfare issues.

All is not lost, however. There was
widespread dismay in both the House
of Lords and House of Commons at
the announcement, so the matter is far
from settled, and the Pensions Bill
could yet be amended. FTM will
continue to monitor this issue and
make our views known.

Juliet Chalk

Pensions debate
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No Time for ‘No’
A piece in The Times (20th July 2007)
discussed why modern parents are
unable to say ‘no’ to their children.
Dr Byron believes one of the reasons
for this is that in the hurly-burly of
the modern world we don’t want to
spend what precious time we have
with our children acting tough.

“We are very busy. In a lot of
families where there are two parents,
both work and they don’t want to
come home at night and have to tell
the children what to do.’’

Teen Trouble
Toxic Childhood author Sue Palmer
wrote in the Telegraph (27th July 2007)
about how we can best help British
teenagers who are some of the worst
behaved in Europe.

Palmer said, “It’s no good trying to
counter the effects of this mess with
more state-sponsored ‘’edu-care’’. For
care to work, it has to be personal -
full-time for tiny babies, quite a lot of
time for the under-fives, and around
the edges of the school day for older
children.

Satisfactory Childhood?
Ofsted’s report on childcare provision
revealed that 4 in 10 sites inspected
are still no better than ‘satisfactory’
(Lucy Ward, the Guardian, 29th
August 2007). Comment on the
subject, as well as on reports of Sure
Start’s inadequacies, was made by
columnist Minette Marrin (Sunday
Times, 2nd September 2007): “Family
life needs time and attention and so
does raising a sensible, capable child;
working life takes up time and
attention, to the point where there’s
not enough left for family life.”

Marrin laid the blame for this at the
Prime Minister’s door: “We live in a
society of state-driven and state-
subsidised child neglect, promoted by
Gordon Brown and his tax and
benefit policies and his wraparound
educare.’’

Housing Trap
A Channel 4 Dispatches programme
(5th November 2007) focused on the
difficulty first time buyers experience
when trying to get on the property
ladder. In it Professor Peter Ambrose
of Brighton University stated that one
of the effects of a 5,000% rise in
house prices in the past 40 years is
fewer people having the choice about
staying at home with their children.

Listen Without Mother
A report on reading with young
children showed that high earning
mothers are less likely to read to their
children as work takes priority over
family time. (Graeme Paton, Telegraph,
27th September 2007)

The Gift of Time
The ‘Community Soundings’ study by
Cambridge University concluded that
national tests for seven and 11-year-
olds are putting children under stress
and feeding into a “pervasive anxiety”
about their lives and the world they
are growing up in (the Guardian, 12th
October 2007). Many adults voiced
concerns over the influence of the
media on children and pressures of
consumerism while more suggested
that they believed that there is a break-
down in family life and community.

In response to the report Henry
Porter wrote in the Observer

(14th October 2007) that, “It seems
we don’t know how to listen to our
children; we don’t spend enough time
with them… and we don’t allow them
freedom to stretch themselves and
explore their capabilities. The
affirmation that children need is
commonly wanting, as is proper rest
and nourishment.”

Raising Teenagers
Many parents do not know where
their teenage children go when
lessons finish, according to a survey
that shows a lack of after school
activities is putting young people at
risk of turning to crime.

Anne Longfield, the chief executive
of 4Children, added: “With little
after-school support available for
children of 11 to 14 and research
showing this is a time when children
can go off the rails, it seems unfair
that parents are often left to juggle the
balance between work and their family
life unaided.”

Telegraph - 30 October

Lonely Young Mothers
The first year after childbirth is the
loneliest time of a young woman’s life,
a survey of 2,000 mothers from
Mother and Baby magazine has
claimed.

“Hour after hour with an adorable
but demanding baby who frequently
cries and rarely sleeps is a
considerable challenge for all new
mums, but feeling isolated from their
family and their old life is the hardest
thing new mums have to cope with.
Less than a third of mothers with a
baby get hands-on support from their
own mum at least once a week. On
the in-laws front, more than a third
never help.”

Editor Elena Dalrymple added:
“Leaving work and having a baby is a
huge physical and emotional adjust-
ment. Friends without babies drift off,
grandparents live miles away, neigh-
bours are barely on nodding terms.”

Telegraph, 20th October
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Full Time Mothers Committee

This year’s ‘What About The Children?’ National
Conference will take place on 18th March 2008 at the
Resource Centre,  Holloway Road. The theme is
“Getting the Balance Right - supporting parents and
their under 3’s”. The speakers will be Dr Penelope
Leach, Dr Sue Zeedyk and  Dr Felicity de Zulueta.

For further details and pre booking contact
Conference Organiser, Cath Armstrong on catharmstrong@yahoo.co.uk

Thank you to all the members who sent
us photographs and a special thanks to
Madeleine Sparkes for the cartoons.

Check out our website
www.fulltimemothers.org 

Updated regularly with news,
views and research about
parenting and childhood

matters. All views welcome on the
new website Forum.

A study of 35,000 children in
England, carried out between 2001
and 2006, shows that children starting
reception class have shown no sign of
improved development, despite the
introduction of measures designed to
boost early years education. These
measures have included the Sure Start
programme, free nursery education
for all three-year-olds, the early
childhood curriculum, the Children’s
Act 2002, and the Every Child Matters
initiative, which were introduced to
improve life chances for disad-
vantaged children and educational
standards in general. £21bn has been
invested by the government since
1997 but has it really paid no
dividends?

Researchers at Durham University’s
Curriculum, Evaluation and
Management (CEM) Centre measured
the cognitive development of four-
year-olds in areas chosen such as
vocabulary, early reading and
phonological awareness, all known to

be good predictors of later success.
The data included measurements of
how well the children wrote their own
names, their ability to identify objects
in a picture, word recognition and
whether they could pick out rhyming

words.

According
to its author, Dr Christine Merrell,
while the assessments used in the
study did not measure how many
children participated in the national
early years programmes, they would
nevertheless have expected some

measurable changes in a sample of
that size.

A separate evaluation focussing on
outcomes from the Sure Start scheme,
and which was published last June in
the British Medical Journal, showed
that the development of some
children may have been set back in
areas covered by the scheme. This
could be partly due to a shift in focus
from health and social needs to a new
emphasis on getting parents back to
work and supplying childcare. Also it
seems that many parents feel very
wary of big purpose-built child
centres and of the attention of so
many officials and parenting ‘experts’.
With so much invested in shiny new
centres and a limited pot of money,
could it be that parents in some
communities, as well as other
organisations working with families,
are left with even fewer resources to
support the needs of their children?
Sources: The Guardian, August 28; 

The Week, 8th September 

Doubts over value of early
learning
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Being there
I have been a FTM since the birth of
my first child in 1997. I joined
because I needed to know that I
wasn’t alone in not returning to work
soon after my baby was born. It has
been a help during the busy chaotic
years to know that there are other
people out there doing the same
thing as me! I have been under
considerable pressure to return to
work (I was a teacher) but both
myself and my husband are
convinced that the best thing for our
children is for me to ‘be there’ as
they grow up. We have found it’s
possible (not easy) to survive on one
wage, and the sacrifices we have
made have more than compensated
to provide a stable, loving home for
our children.

Linda
Not economically active...
I was listening to “Any Questions”
last week, and they said there were
26 million people in this country of
working age, of which seven million
were not economically active. Some
were students, some were disabled or
sick. The implication seemed to be
that all the others should be

economically active. So where does
that put us full time mothers in the
statistics? Are the only child carers
approved of those who look after
someone else’s children? Or am I
listening to the wrong statistics?
Could one of you clued up people
put me straight? 

Keep up the good work - especially
the website and the e-mails - but
above all the media coverage.

Margaret Hanton, Dulwich

Debt!
I am writing to you after reading
about your organisation in a recent
article in the Daily Telegraph. As an
erstwhile full-time mother, and now
grandmother of six, with number
seven on the way, I am passionately
concerned by the fate of today’s
young families, where, as you so
rightly say, both parents are

frequently being forced into paid
employment outside the home
against their inclination and better
judgment.

Although house-price inflation is
the immediate cause of much of the
stress currently being experienced,
this itself results from a significant
change, over the past fifty or so
years, in the nature of our money
supply, which now consists almost
entirely of debt owed to the banks
and other lending institutions. (In
fact, since total UK debt now
exceeds the money supply, even the
notes and coins originally issued by
the Government debt-free are now
owed to the banks.)

Gillian Swans
Help needed
It would break my heart to let
someone else look after my baby but
it breaks the bank for me to stay at
home. The government should do
something to help. I know other
parents who would love to stay at
home to care for children but they
feel pressurized into work as they
can’t afford to - or feel pressurized
by other people’s opinions of them.

Jayne
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Your Letters
Letters which appear on th is page are the v iews of the ind iv idua l and do

not necessar i ly ref lect the v iews or a ims of FTM
The Editor reserves the r ight to edit letters for space and c lar ity

Please send letters & contributions to P O Box 43690, London SE22 9WN or to the newsletter via our website

From the Chair
With memories of the AGM and Open Meeting held on the 6th November still fresh in my mind, I take this opportunity
to thank all of you who helped to make this day such a memorable occasion.

With 70 people taking up all the seats it was the best attended meeting since we were set up over 16 years ago. Thank
you to all those members who travelled far, who went to the trouble and expense of making their way to Piccadilly by
public transport, some with small children in tow and some of them staying the night in London or paying peak time
fares. If I say that it was worth every penny then I’m sure that those who were there will agree with me.

Prof. Jay Belsky and Oliver James captivated the audience and complemented each other well. The late arrival of our
lunch (the event coincided with the State Opening of Parliament) proved to be an unexpected bonus: it gave us more
time for questions and both speakers joined us in a lively debate.

The children played on the floor cushions and both the morning coffee and the mid day lunch gave us plenty of
opportunity to meet, talk and network. It was good to be able to match some names with faces at long last. Please accept
my apologies if I did not get around to meeting everyone. The committee also ran a bookstall selling recently published
books and many of you took the opportunity to buy some reading material for the train.

A good number stayed for the formal AGM at which most committee members gave a brief account of their area
of responsibility during the last year. This was also the occasion for us to thank the membership for their support and
contributions. Most committee members are happy to carry on volunteering, but we thank those who are not able to
continue, and extend a very warm welcome to the newcomers on our team.
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